This note concerns the construction of bootstrap simultaneous confidence intervals (SCI) for m parameters. Given B bootstrap samples, we suggest an algorithm with complexity of O(mB log(B)). We apply our algorithm to construct a confidence region for time dependent probabilities of progression in multiple sclerosis and for coefficients in a logistic regression analysis. Alternative normal based simultaneous confidence intervals are presented and compared to the bootstrap intervals.
Introduction
In this note, we consider the problem of constructing simultaneous (1 − α)-bootstrap confidence intervals given data X. In particular, we look for a confidence region for m parameters θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 
(1.1)
Although such confidence regions are usually inefficient for formal testing purposes [4] , they can be easily drawn in two dimensions and provide clues for model deviations, hence are very useful for graphical testing [3] . Theoretical merits of simultaneous bootstrap confidence regions are discussed in bootstrap textbooks [3, 8] along with comparison to normal based confidence regions. However, an algorithm for constructing a rectangular region such as in (1.1) does not seem to exist in the literature. Davison and Hinkley [3] do provide an algorithm to a related simpler problem of calculating the overall coverage of simultaneous confidence intervals (SCI) (see [3] Page 154). Their algorithm counts the number of bootstrap samples that fall outside the confidence region. In order to calculate SCI of a pre-specified level 1 − α, one can repeat their algorithm for several values until obtaining the target coverage. However, this trial and error method is inefficient and a direct algorithm that first assigns ranks to the bootstrap samples and then specifies the SCI according to the quantiles of the ranks is provided here. The suggested algorithm takes into account the multivariate nature of the problem and the possibility that a bootstrap sample has large ranks in several coordinates and small ranks in others.
In Section 2 we present our algorithm. As for any bootstrap method, the algorithm is computer intensive and requires some programming and computer time. For comparison purposes, we present also two normal based SCI that are computationally simpler. The first uses the maxima of a multivariate normal vector and the second is based on Efron's multiple testing approach [5] . These SCI, however, depend on the accuracy of the normal approximation for the distribution of (θ 1 , . . . ,θ m ), the estimator of the parameters, which may be poor, especially in the tails. Section 3 describes a study of progression of multiple sclerosis and illustrates calculation of the different SCI methods. Section 4 demonstrates the use of SCI in a logistic regression analysis.
Section 5 completes the paper with a discussion.
Construction of SCI

Bootstrap SCI
Suppose that the data X were generated by a law F and we are interested in SCI 
Take the upper limits of the SCI to beθ
By construction, at most α/2 of the bootstrap estimates have a coordinate with value larger than the upper limit of the SCI. Moreover, when the probability of ties is small, one can make the proportion of bootstrap estimates with a coordinate larger than the upper limit close to α/2 by increasing B. The lower limit is constructed in the same way. Letting A 1 be the event that at least one coordinate of a bootstrap sample lies below the lower limits and A 2 be the event that at least one coordinate lies above the upper limit, it follows that P (A 1 ∪ A 2 ) ≤ P (A 1 ) + P (A 2 ) ≤ α, and the SCI have the declared coverage probability. The first inequality in the last formula signifies that a realization can be below the SCI at some coordinates and above it at others. Such a realization is counted twice in the above construction and makes the SCI too conservative. Although these realizations should occur infrequently, they can be handled by a simple modification of Algorithm 1 through use of relative ranks rather than the ranks themselves:
Algorithm 2. 
Normal-based SCI
We next provide two normal based SCI that demand much less computational expense, but rely on the accuracy of the normal approximation. These intervals are compared to the bootstrap SCI in the next sections. Suppose that
where
and Υ is the asymptotic correlation matrix ofθ. A typical normal based SCI region is of the form {1 − α/(2m)}, where Φ denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function. In our context, we seek SCI that exploit (2.1), and an obvious choice is the 1 − α quantile of the maximum of a normal vector, i.e., the c that solves The normal exact SCI can be calculated in almost all statistical software packages without much programming, still require some computational effort. Instead, bounds for the maximum of a correlated normal vector used by Efron [5] for the problem of simultaneous hypothesis testing can be utilized. Efron's work is based on improved
Bonferroni bounds for a union of events developed independently by Hunter [9] and Worsley [13] , and is slightly more robust than (2.3) to the assumption (2.1). Let φ denote the density function of a standard normal variable and let L j = arccos(|ρ j |),
where ρ j = corr(θ j ,θ j−1 ). Efron's method for simultaneous testing is inverted for SCI estimation by using as c(α) the c that solves
It can be shown that the left hand side of (2.4) decreases with c for c > 0 and hence c(α) can be found by a simple bisection search, starting from the pointwise value
(1−α/2) and the Bonferroni value Φ
bound is less than α/2 at the Bonferroni critical value and hence is useless, i.e., the Bonferroni method provides shorter intervals.) We point out that the intervals can be further improved by pairing the estimates in an optimal way and by calculating
exactly using numerical integration (see [5] for details and references), but this involves more computational effort and sacrifices the advantage of simplicity of this approach.
3 Illustration I -Progression of Multiple Sclerosis
Data and Model
CLIMB is a large natural history study of Multiple Sclerosis (MS) ongoing at the Partners MS Center in Boston [6] . It aims at understanding the development of the disease in the current era of available treatments. The data analyzed here were collected This corresponds to a moderate disability in at least one of seven functional systems.
The EDSS values were grouped as EDSS≤1.5, coded as 1 (no disability), EDSS of 2 or 2.5, coded as 2 (minimal disability) and EDSS of 3+, coded as 3 (moderate to severe disability). In a previous paper ( [12] , hereafter MGGWB), a Markov model was fitted to the sequence of EDSS values and a method to construct probability curves for time to i.e., two consecutive visits with EDSS of three or more (see also [7] ). 
where Ω i is the set of possible values that subject i can take. For example, for a subject with no missing visits, Ω i = {(y 0i , y 1i , . . . , y m i i )}, where y ji is the realization of Y ji in the sample; for a subject whose second visit is missing, 3, y 2i , . . . , y mi )}, and so forth. In our example, at most one visit is missing for each subject and estimation could be carried out by direct maximization of (3.1). Table 1 presents the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the transition matrix.
Estimating time to event
LetP be an estimator of the transition matrix P of a Markov chain having s states.
In the current example s = 9 and the state space is defined by {(k, l) : k, l = 1, 2, 3}.
Let Q be as P , but the last row replaced with all elements zero except the last one which is 1. Thus, Q changes the state (3, 3) to be an absorbing state. The (i, 9)'th cell in the j'th power ofQ, the estimator of Q, contains our estimator of θ j which is the probability of progression during j visits for a subject whose baseline EDSS is i.
Asymptotically, the estimators have a normal law [12] . To be more explicit, denote by vec(Q) the vector representation of Q that stacks the rows of Q one on the other. 
where ∆ kl is an s × s matrix whose elements are all zeros except the (k, l) cell which is one, and Q 0 is the identity matrix with dimension s. Thus, given that T has an asymptotic normal distribution with covariance-variance matrix given by
. . .
The covariance ofq . This matrix is used for calculation of the normal-based SCI described in Section 2.2.
Results
The bootstrap and the normal based SCI are displayed in Figure 1 that is frequently used to calculate the variance of the Kaplan-Meier estimator is to apply the log(− log) transformation (e.g., [10] ). A comparison of confidence intervals with and without the log(-log) transform revealed that the former performed better.
Thus, the SCI's for log(− log(θ)) were calculated, as described in Section 2, and then the inverse transformation was applied to obtain the SCI's of Figure 1 .
Since several of the cells in Table 1 are small, the validity of the normal approximation (2.1) is questionable. As an alternative, a parametric bootstrap SCI were calculated conditionally on the number of visits of each subject and the data on the first two visits. Specifically, the parameters used were the MLEs of π k,l and p (k,l)r . For each subject, an initial state was generated giving his data on EDSS at the first two visits (in particular, for subjects without missing values the observed states were used), and then the remaining transitions were generated with the total number of visits and the structure of missing visits fixed at the observed values. This process was repeated B = 5, 000 times, with the remaining steps following Algorithm 2.
All calculations were performed on a PC with 1.2 GHz processor and 1 GB of RAM.
We used SAS version 9.1 to generate the 5000 samples and to estimate the parameters of the Markov model (we used nlmixed procedure with the default dual quasi-Newton optimization algorithm). We used R version 1. 
Illustration II -Logistic Regression
In this section we apply the method to parameters of a logistic regression. Replacing pointwise with simultaneous confidence intervals is beneficial as it deals with multivariate comparisons, but still give interpretable information on each of the parameters. Table 2 presents confidence intervals for coefficients of the logistic model of Table 5.10 of Hosmer and Lemeshow [11] . This is part of a study on the efficacy of treatment approach for drug abusers, where the dichotomous outcome is the return to drug use.
There are ten covariates and 575 individuals, which is usually sufficient for normal approximation. For a detailed description of the study and covariates see This example shows that the application of simultaneous confidence intervals in general and the bootstrap method in particular is not limited to discrete survival estimates. However, when the normal approximation is good, the bootstrap method is not really needed. Moreover, the example indicates that the simple Bonferroni correction method is satisfactory when the correlations are small.
Discussion
We have derived an algorithm to construct simultaneous confidence intervals by assigning ranks to the bootstrap samples and basing the SCI on the quantiles of the ranks. We compared the bootstrap SCI to two normal based SCI and showed that the bootstrap SCI requires more programming effort, but relies on fewer assumptions than the normal based approaches. The algorithm is based on the simple percentile bootstrap method which does not always work well (see [3] However, the time can be considerably longer when there are tied observations (or if the algorithm automatically checks and deals with ties). In our problem of B = 5000
and m = 10, checking for tied observations and assigning the maximum rank increased the running time to 27 seconds, still quite fast and much faster than Step 1.
When using normal based SCI, the bound due to [5] gives very close results to the normal exact method. This was also found in other simulated and real data sets that we have analyzed. Since the Efron SCI is easier to calculate than the normal exact method, we recommend its use when the normal approximation can be trusted. In cases where the correlations among the estimators are low, as in the logistic regression example of Section 4, the Bonferroni intervals are quite accurate. 
